


 

 
This digital pdf portfolio contains links with more information on each project such as videos and more photographs. Some of the projects have their one web sites.

This is the digital portfolio of Elli Vassalou, architect, visual artist, performer, eco-builder, 
herbalist and cultivator, activist and designer.
Her work is a research on the embodied impact of space (urban, marginal, rural and 
natural) on collective memory and the social, political and personal life of people: how to 
narrate and create situations throughout actions and art practices. Her research tools, 
except for the mainstream architectural ones, such as design and planning, are collective 
and relational actions, site specific performances and installations, public, web and 

archival art, photography and video art documentary. www.evassalou.com
The Main Axis of her work is Nature, Community, Collective Memory and the Human Body 
[the perception of personal and collective self]. Throughout her work in numerous fields, 
she approaches the above elements as inseparable in order to come closer to the primary 
human state. Independently of the dominant political system and the perception of 
contemporary urban culture, in her life and art, she seeks cracks, voids that can remind us 
of who we are. What does self, shelter, food, the relationship with nature and the others 

mean? How do these cracks open up?







Scotoma [area of partial distortion in the field of vision].  
Scotoma invites visitors to relive pre-recorded trajectories and dances through the spaces of Athens Video Dance Project. Guided by the playback 
mode on a handheld camera, Scotoma takes spectators one-by-one on a journey into an uncanny reality, produced by the unique distortion that 

results when digital and physiological modes of seeing collide.

Axis: body 

Scotoma In situ on going action for the Athens Video Dance Project Festival, Athens School of Fine Arts, February 2014
Maya Dalinsky, Elli Vassalou

Elli Vassalou 
digital portfolio 
more on this project
http://evassalou.com/gallery/scotoma/  +  

[η  μερική παραμόρφωση στο οπτικό πεδίο]
Maya Dal insky + ‘Ελλη Βασσάλου

https://vimeo.com/107336998



Axis: body, nature [urban landscape], memory

‘the landscape is... life’s enduring monument’ (Ingold, 2000:54).
‘Topophilia: the manifestation of the human love of place…the human being’s affective ties with the material environment’ (Tuan, Yi-Fu, 1974: 92)

A performance examining the city of Athens through the concept of ‘topophilia’. Willing to create a score of ‘geo-consciousness’ with the urban landscape, this performance conducted the last stage of a 
body-landscape interrelation inquiry. As Athens had been an explosive and warlike landscape for the past five years, the performance sought to (re)discover where love (and compassion) (-philia) for home 
(topos-) lies. Using nonrepresentational theories (NRT) as its contextual background and with the aspiration of creating one, Topophilia examined living myths, conflicting memories and occurring 
emotions. Through the structure of a participatory walk into the city’s landscape, where the doer intermeddled with the watcher and the individual with the collective, the body became a meta-narrative 
experience of its identity or even more of the way it perceives its place. This work is part of a PhD research in a body-landscape performance practice, re- examining issues of identity in contemporary 
Greece. It applies practices of theatre and dance (Grotowski’s Paratheatre, Anna Halprin and American post modern dance lineage) and affiliates notions of Buddhism, anthropology and cultural geography.

research/ concept/practice: Anna Tzakou
composition / performance: Anna Tzakou, Marios Chatziprokopiou

architectural, topology research: Elli Vassalou
creative curation/ Video documentation: Artemis Anastasiadi, Elli Vassalou

Topophilia - site-specific participatory performance event, Athens, December 2013

Elli Vassalou 
digital portfolio 
more on this project
http://evassalou.com/gallery/topophilia/



Axis: body, nature [landscape]

Through dance we can rediscover our spiritual identity and community we have lost and the work of making this dance current, immediate 
and necessary continues to be of the greatest importance (Kaplan, Anna Halprin: Moving toward Life, 1995: xii)

Under the notion of meeting -- fundamental precondition of performance practicing and making-- and through the theme of ‘landscape 
makes identity possible’, Geopoetics Project seeks to examine communal myths of the present. By applying performance practices 
(Grotowski Paratheatre, Anna Halprin) into the natural and historical topographies of Nisyros, the laboratory aimed to investigate embod-

ied stories inherently held into the land and to knit creatively an expression of our unfolding selves in ‘here and now’.
Geopeotics Project [12 May - 8 June 2013] was the second performance practice laboratory of a PhD Research in Body-Landscape Perfor-

mance Practice, Drama Department, University of Exeter. The first laboratory took place in Aegina (February – March 2012). 
The research uses a body-landscape performance practice to investigate contemporary Greek culture.

Research/ Training: Anna Tzakou 
Voice training: Alexis Ioannou 

In situ research/organisation: Anna Tzakou, Elli Vassalou
Participants : Andrianna Aleksiou, Marios Chatziprokopiou, Angela Delichatsios, Alexis Ioannou, Georgos Papamihalakis,Christos Rozakis, 

Anna Tzakou, Elli Vassalou
Video Art-Documentation: Elli Vassalou 

Poster graphics: Marianna Backoula 
Poster photography: Elli Vassalou

Geopoetics Project: Nisyros - a body-landscape performance practice residency, Nissiros 2013

Elli Vassalou 
digital portfolio 
more on this project
http://evassalou.com/gallery/geopoetics/ +  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aTwQ71KSHCo



A collection of extemporaneous buildings, individual or forming districts / communities.  A contemporary vernacular architecture formed by 
its dwellers and the landscape surrounding them. An Architecture that can refer to marginalized slums and natural building. 

Ephemeral, seasonal or permanent structures of cheap and easily accessible materials such as natural or recycled. Sites with unclear boundar-
ies of the interior and exterior, often common or without property regime, which can be created by a single dweller or by a series of ephemeral 

inhabitants.
Formed by the  housing need of the human body and its current needs, these shelters are imposed on weak and marginalized sections of 

society but for other social sections, they are chosen by  free will .
The purpose of this on going project is to help them emerge as cultural heritage, historic and collective memory vehicles. Highlighting another 

approach of habitation and building, liberated from monumentality and expert groups designing, focusing on the present.
I DWELL NOW

concept, research, photography: Elli Vassalou

The project was initiated and presented in the architectural photography workshop of Monumenta organisation 
Photographing Monuments, topographies of cultural heritage: professors Stergios Karavatou and Jeff Vanderpool, March 2013.

Group exhibition Athens House of photography 2013, Romantzo Cultural space 2014, Athens GR

Axis: memory, body, nature [cityscape - landscape]
DIY housing in contemporary Greece Photographic series 2013

Elli Vassalou 
digital portfolio 
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/evassalou/sets/72157639657654895  



Solo exhibition in Nissirian Public Baths 2012. 
Awards: 

1st award of the photographic contest ”Dodekanisos, 
our home” for the photography “Lakki” 2012, 

3rd award of the photographic contest ”Dodekanisos, 
our home” for the photography “morning mist over 

the caldera” 2011

Images of an island crafted by volcanic fire and mens work through the centuries. NIssiros Island, Dodekanese, Greece

Axis: memory, nature [landscape] 
Nissirian Lanscapes Series of Lanscape and Archiecture photography of the Nissirian natural and folk Heritage | 2010-2013

Elli Vassalou 
digital portfolio 
more on this project
https://www.flickr.com/photos/evassalou/sets/72157632213362551  



http://evassalou.com/gallery/adonis-volanakis/

Elli Vassalou 
digital portfolio
more on these projects 
http://evassalou.com/gallery/blind-date-12/ + 

BLIND DATE #12 collaborative creatiive platform | 2006-2015
http://blinddate12.blogspot.com/

 

Blind Date #12 is an interdisciplinary, art research platform, having as its basic axis the collaboration between a changing 
group of contemporary fine artists and a group with a background in arts and sciences of other disciplines. The project 
begins with the meeting of 12 people (6+6) without any of the members of the first group knowing any of the members of 
the second. The date is blind. During the first meeting couples are formed and each one is then asked to coexist and jointly 
produce action and thought in 45 days time. Blind Date#12 is an encounter. Its rationale is founded on the creative 
co-action of individuals, who have different points of departure share the will for co-operation and have a strong inquisi-
tive sense. The aim is not a simple crossing of media, artistic or other but the project itself as the evolution of cooperative 
otherness. “One” being the intention, can it be produced by two people?
 
BLIND DATES
- The Holy Bachelorettein the Wedding Cave - Greek festival 2015
- Arts and Philosophy - gallery Thision Lofts 2007
- Arts and Literature - Industrial Space of Keriadon and Sfittion 2006 Curator: Adonis Volanakis | Curator assistant - archive supervisor: Elli Vassalou | Web+Graphic design: Elli Vassalou

Assistant of Adonis Volanakis artist/scenographer in theatre productions and Installations | 2005-2009

- “Glause's Dress rehearsal” - Video Installation / Video performance, graphic design of the accompanying leaflet, European Cultural Centre of Delphi 2009 - L’Institut français de Grèce à Athènes 2010 
- “A Macbeth” - Theatre production, assistant set designer, model making. Alkmini theatre, January 2007, Athens 
- “ 9th commandment - Thou shalt not bear false witness” - Theatre production, video installation [animation design], National Theatre, Experimental scene “Theatre Ex-Macina”, December 2006, Athens 
- “The witches” and “Paper moon” - opera production, assistant set designer/costume designer: concept development, model making, construction plans. Greek National Opera, Experimental scene,June 2006, Athens 
- “Agamemnon”, theatre production, assistant costume designer, Lithografion theatre, European Capitale of Culture, 2006, Patras 

Agamemnon Aeschylus 2006

Axis: community

Axis: body



Axis: nature, community, body

team members: Anagnostou Louiza, Theodoropoulos Ilias, Fotiou Afroditi, Kiriakogonas Christos, Papadopoulos Nikos, Siouti Melani, Vassalou Elli

Saligari team is a collective, self-organized group of Architects, Engineers and Craftsmen, researching and promoting building with Earth [clay, sand, 
stone, wood etc.] as well as promoting commons and solidary way of creating  by giving lectures and organising workshops, working with communi-
ties and civil movements around Greece from 2009.

Natural Building
The techniques of natural building require the use of raw materials from the surrounding area of the construction and the collective work of its 
users / builders, two roles which ideally coincide. It is a way of reducing our ecological footprint and build a shelter that is unified with the 
landscape that surrounds it.  In addition, direct contact with the materials and the embodied - experiential relationship that is developing, gives 
great pleasure and releases our imagination and body-mind expression. Natural Building, organically, gives time to let our body and landscape 
teach us how to build a house for us - here - now!

Sample work:
- - Participatory Design of a playground in occupied historical refugees apartment blocks, collaboration with Nomadic Architecture Network, 2nd Antifascist Performing Arts 
Festival, June 2014, Alexandras avenue, Athens
- ABCob- workshop and small cob construction from the Saligari team for Peliti alternative traditional seed saving community May 2014 Drama GR
- Building with Clay, conference about clay building methods in Greece, Goethe Institute -  Anelixi organisation, participation, 13-14 June 2013, Thessaloniki GR 
- The Snail, Cob structure in the playground of squatted park Parking Parko [2009-2012] Exarchia, Athens GR
- Various lectures and cob oven structures all over Greece.

Saligari collective  A self-organized initiative for promoting Collective Natural Building [2009 - today]
www.saligari.espivblogs.net

Elli Vassalou 
digital portfolio 
more on this project
www.saligari.espivblogs.net  





http://youtu.be/_YGUB8Ah4_4

Astiko Ηorio [urban village] is a project inspired by the 
plethora of olive trees located in the suburban environ-
ment of Cholargos and evolved to a holistic design of the 
public landscape exploring a different practice of urban 
inhabitancy. The main idea concerns collective urban 
cultivation; exploring the potentials of a biocommunity, 
which is self-organized, self-sufficient and built upon 
relations of solidarity and confidence. Our research tool 
was a collective action in the public space; the olive 
harvesting on the districts sidewalks. The action contrib-
uted to the validation of the collective identity and 
generated local designing directions that emerged not 
only from the urban geography but also from the 
embodied, active participation of people. Through 
further research of the local flora and fauna, urban and 
natural anaglyph, collective memory, contemporary 
urban situation and needs we designed a sustainable 
urban field [670 acres] that spreads out to the streets of 
the area. The project is about giving back to people and 
nature the city's public space [earth], to re-inhabit and 
shape it dialectical. In other ways, it's a proposal of how 
urban and agricultural ways of living can stop being 

competitive but can create a viable blend.

Anagnostou Louiza, Vassalou Elli
Supervisor: N.P.Kazeros 

Astiko horio [urban village] Proposal of Urban Inhabitancy in a District of Cholargos, Athens, December 2009 

Elli Vassalou 
digital portfolio 
more on this project
http://evassalou.com/gallery/astiko-horio-thesis-2009/ +  

Axis: community, nature, body, memory

MASTER II  - Thesis, University of Patras, Polytechnic School, Department of Architecture, Patras December 2009

selected publications:
- Radical loopholes in Athens, autonomous collective interventions within the public space, conference, Architecture sans Frontiers GR, Empros theatre, Athens 2013 
- 6th European Biennial of Landscape Architecture, Barcelona, project published in the catalogue of International Exhibition of University Projects from the Schools of 
Architecture and Landscape. Barcelona Octomber 2010
- Harvesting olives in Cholargos, article by Anagnostou Louiza, Vassalou Elli, national weekly magazine “Ecology, environment and quality of life” December 2008 i.75
-Panhellenic Competition of Students Diploma Projects, Greek Architects e-magazine, selection, April 2011
-Life here / olive harvesting in Cholargos!, article by A. Saltabasi for the actions of urban village initiative, “Κ” weekly magazine of daily newspaper “Κathimerini”, 
December 2008 issue 73

www.astikohorio.blogspot.com



Interurban spaces - travelling through Athens and Patras - sociological analysis of the embodied perception of space when travelling with public transports.
MASTER I - Research Paper, University of Patras, School of Engineering, Department of Architecture, Patras 2008

 

Travelling creates a discontinuity in our everyday lives. Interurban space consists a heterotopia and heterochrony. It is the intermediate space that connects urban, rural space and natural environment. It is 
always in transition.
This research paper deals with the notion of interurban space approaching it through personal experiences and embodiment. As case study, I deal with travelling through Athens ↔ Patras, a route that I 
often used to do as a student in the University of Patras by public transport. Through personal observations and interviews with other travellers, I study perception and signification of Interurban space.
Mobility and contemporary notion of travel are the subject matters as well as the interpretation of space as a “construction” developed by the means of transport moving through land and the conception 
of landscape through movement.
My main concern is to analyse and highlight the qualities and capabilities of interurban as ground of common existence and as a meeting place with otherness. 
Interurban space as a transitional space is fully functional when people are in full antithesis with their traditional time. This way it provides a topos to create experimental situations, social relations and 
communal experiences as a resistance in the privatization and individualism of all aspects of modern life.

By Elli Vassalou
supervisor N.P.Kazeros

https://youtu.be/cxZQEbSo5So

Elli Vassalou 
digital portfolio 
more on this project
http://evassalou.com/gallery/research-paper-2008/ +  

Axis: community, body, nature [perception of Landcape]





Elli Vassalou 
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http://evassalou.com/gallery/how-to-construct-public-space-between-art-and-education-workshop-2007/ + http://evassalou.com/gallery/house4talk/

How to Construct Public Space between Art and Education? Workshop,  public action DOCUMENTA 12 | 2007
Second international conference on the ARTS in Society within the context of the contemporary art exhibition Documenta 12 Kassel

 

Participants from around the world are invited to discuss the workshop as alternative production site, between art and education. 
Workshops can provide ways for producing creative work, outside traditional art and education frames. In the context of increasing globaliza-
tion and privatization of education, as well as the increasing commercialization of art, workshops can function as working environments to 
establish alternative modes of pedagogy and cultural production, based on experimantation, process, collective work, sharing ideas and 
skills, collaboration, intervention in everyday environments, etc. We want to discuss the workshop as a new merging site of art, education 
and everyday space. We will present examples of site-specific workshops, initiated at the Laboratory for Visual Arts, at the Department of 
Architecture, University of Patras. Key issues to be addressed are: the workshop as self-organized initiative to respond quickly to emergent 
city situations, forms of collaboration, discussion (as form of intervention), mobility (as expansion of the range of an action / activation of 
different places) networking practices, communication modes, hospitality, public forum, network of localities.  
Working team: Panos Kouros [Artist] – Nikos Kazeros [Architect] - Dafni Aidoni, Marina Biza, Vicky Polychronopoulou, Elli Vassalou, 
Aggeliki Zervou [students, Department of Architecture, University of Patras]

Axis: community4 Discussions in 4 Houses. collective initiative for the construction of public space between students and the city | 2006 
Art exhibition What Remains is Future, Patras, Europe’s Cultural Capital 2006

A collaborative project evolving in parallel to the exhibition “what remains is future”. “4 discussions in 4 student houses” and its weblog organizes an ephemeral public network of localities, in dialogue with the 
city, spaces for art and knowledge, and everyday places of student life.
tags: discussion (as form of intervention), collaboration, communication nodes, internet collaboration, mobility (as expansion of the range of action/ activation of different places), hopsitality, public forum, network 
of localities. 

Working team: Panos Kouros [Artist] Nikos kazeros [Architect] Visual Arts Laboratory, Department of Architecture, university of Patras 
Dafni Aidoni, Polytimi Anagnostopoulou, Louiza Anagnostou, Elli Vassalou, Despoina Vouteri, Aggeliki Zervou, Kalypso Kaplani, Marialena Kasimidi, Chrysanthi Kastani, Marina Biza, Thaleia Niniou, Nikos Polyzos, 
Olga Sarakinioti, Eleni Skorda, Andreas Floros [Architecture Students at the University of Patras], Kyriakos Banos [journalist].

www.house4talk.blogspot.com

http://workshop-public.pbworks.com/w/page/14932819/FrontPage



 https://www.youtube.com/user/egladopoulos/videos

A story, in order to be kept alive, needs to be narrated, a building in order to stay alive needs to be experienced.

The E.G.Ladopoulos paper industry´s building is one of the most historic industrial sites in the city of Patras and also one of the most forgotten, even 
though for decades since 1928 the company was one of the largest of the Balkans.

 In the beginning of the 90´s, within the context of a general deindustrialization, the E.G.L. factory closed, ¨writing the epilogue of Patras´ industrial era¨.
Since then, the factory complex remains abandoned, discretely showing the town’s history, a silent witness of the working class living conditions and 

struggles. A cultural heritage that the institutions decides to forget and hide behind  the ¨monuments¨ of the dominant culture.
Entering into the former E.G.L. factory, we are trying to approach time and space through various layers, levels and actions. We approach this hidden 
history seeking the paper industry’s traces: the building complex, the urban myths, the neighbours’ and former workers’ personal memories, the stigma 

it has left upon working class struggles and the history of the city. 
We create new narrations through improvisation in the space, letting the body experience and find the stories that need to be told.

The archive of this research is published on the internet, creating a new trace of the factory in the world wide web.

working team: Daphne Aidoni, Elli Vassalou, Marina Biza

Patras Post Industrial City 2006 Patras Europe’s Cultural Capital 2006 

Axis: memory, body, community 

Urban Tells | E.G.Ladopoulos - Web archive and research on the old factory of paper industry E.G.Ladopoulos Patras 2006
www.egladopoulos.blogspot.com

Elli Vassalou 
digital portfolio 
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http://evassalou.com/gallery/egladopoulos/ +  



“asserting the value of incomplete built forms is a political act … it asserts … that the public realm is a process”  
Richard Sennett, essay Quant 

“The most attractive parts of the city are precisely those areas where no body has ever done anything. I believe a city, by definition, wants to have something done in those areas. That is the tragedy.” 
Wim Wenders

Mnemotechnics of the City 
Observing the contemporary city of Patras 2007, this project tries to point out the gentrification endured by a specific part of the city scape. How this practice, forced by the public authorities [city council, 
the state], erases collective and political memory and homogenizes the image of the city.  The relics of the past that are not considered of historical value are exiled from real space, doomed to perish in 

the passage of time.
Our intervention in the part of Agiou Georgiou street under construction, attempts to identify and intensify the intermediate condition of the space during its transformation, while at the same time touch-

ing upon issues concerning the representation and management of memory and forgetfulness.
The action took place in an abandoned house structure, on the same street, built up on the traces of an older edifice. The result was an [unexpected] public event that transformed the site from a non 

-place [Marc Augé] to a lively, dynamic topos, widely visible by neighbours and passers-by.
working team: Daphne Aidoni, Elli Vassalou, Vicky Polychronopoulou

Published in the book “Constructing the Public Sphere”, editor Panos Kouros, futura editions 2007
http://constructing-public-sphere.blogspot.com/ 

Axis: memory, nature [cityscape]
Timelessness Islets - Site specific multimedia installation, collective action, archive art | September 2006, Agiou Georgiou str [25th March str], Patras GR

Elli Vassalou 
digital portfolio 
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http://evassalou.com/gallery/timelessness-islets-installation-video-collective-action-2006/ 



https://youtu.be/KAGgkJUCBQM
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Originally, only the changes made through fire are deep, striking, fast, fantastic, final... 
The charmed existence listens to the calling of fire... For it, the devastation is something more than a change, it is a rebirth. 
Gaston Bachelard, The Psychoanalysis of Fire (1938) 

This project is inspired by the personal experiences of total burn down of my home in Patras 2005. 
We often define our selves through the things we own. What happens when all is lost?
The project follows the process of consciousness from the first states of denial to the acceptance of the situation, to the final liberation from 
ego through fire. As in the  insight meditation (vipassanaa) one sees things as they really are and not as they appear to be. To such a medita-
tive disciple of the Buddha the "world" is not the external or the empirical world, but the human body with its consciousness.
The performance re-stages the personal experience of fire from the private-domestic environment to the public space, creating a spatial 
dialogue of fire in the city as a threatening but vivifying element.

published in the book “Constructing the Public Sphere”, futura editions 2007 - http://constructing-public-sphere.blogspot.com/ 
Video art screenings [selection]:
Athens Video Art Festival, Technopolis of Athens April 2006 
Festival Miden, June 2006 Kalamata GR

Axis: body [the perseption of self]
Ego burn - Site specific solo performance, video installation, video art - Patreos stairs, Patras | June 2005


